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OPNS Mission
OPNS strives to be the
premier integrated health
care delivery system in
Southeast Michigan,
recognized by our patients,
physicians, providers, and
payors as providing the
highest value in care and
services.

Health Focus is now Physician Direct Focus (PD Focus)

You may have noticed already that the OPNS registry, Health Focus, has been
renamed to Physician Direct Focus. The name change reflects the ownership
of OPNS for this specific instance of the registry.

OPNS Informatics
The OPNS Informatics
team is providing you with
the tools.

The registry has the exact same features and functionalities.

We’re also here to help.

We are working diligently on improvements to our registry at all times and
appreciate your feedback in making this system more user friendly.

Let’s use the tools to
build our Patient Centered
Medical Home and create
our Patient Centered
Medical Home
Neighborhood.
Yasir Faraj
yfaraj@opns.org
(248) 682-0088
ext. 120
Kim Mercado
kmercado@opns.org
(248) 682-0088
ext. 105
Iain Rhodes
irhodes@opns.org
(248) 682-0088
ext. 135

Do you have a log in for Physician Direct Focus?
(Logins for Health Focus will still work for Physician Direct Focus)
OPNS has been utilizing a web-based registry, Physician Direct Focus, for a multitude of
benefits.









Daily Admit, Discharge, and Transfer reports
Monthly Unmet Measure Reports
CCDs from interfaced EMRs
Discharge Summaries from MiHIN
The all new eConsult tool
St. Joe’s Prism Scores and ER Risk Scores
St. Joe’s Clinical records
Professional, Pharmacy, and Facility Claims data

Contact the OPNS Informatics team for access!

Access is rigorously
monitored for 2018
Informatics Incentive.
Monthly reports are
being generated and
sent to office managers
to track progress.

ADTs Directly from MiHIN
Our enhanced process includes real time data directly
from the state of Michigan. Continuous improvements
are being incorporated and we appreciate your
feedback.

ADT Oddities
You may have noticed that some patients are appearing
on multiple ADT Reports. That is due to hospital
generated discharge information to MiHIN. Real
patient examples are being sent to those hospitals to
improve this process.

PRISM Scores Anyone?
Stay tuned for new PRISM Score Reports coming to
Physician Direct Focus soon!

Unmet Measure
Reports are monitored
for access within 30
days.

ADT Reports are
monitored for access
within 7 days.

Please notify the
informatics team at
OPNS if you need any
additional help.

The Next Big Thing…
Discharge Summaries from MiHIN
Discharge summaries are being published to the warehouse tab in Physician
Direct Focus. These reports are useful to complete medication reconciliation
for your transition of care patients.

Please make sure to click on the Event Date to open these documents!

Yasir’s Consult Contest

For Specialists:
Please mark your consults complete once
you are done seeing the patient.

For PCPs:
Please close your consults once you
receive visit notes from specialists.
Our highest utilizers will be announced at
the end of each month. The highest
utilizer will receive a special prize!
Congratulations to Virginia from
Lakes Internal Medicine, winner of
December’s Consult Contest

Kim Bits

Find Kim on the OPNS website.
https://secure.opns.org/portal/
Contact the OPNS team if you need
logins.
Email the Kim Bit location to
info@opns.org by January 31, 2018.
Drawing winner gets a box of Tim
Horton’s Timbits to go with a $25 gift
card!
Congratulations to Lynne from
Dr. Grunberger’s Office! Winner of
December’s Kim Bits!

